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Emilio aguinaldo apush

Edit Comment Sharing Summary [the | editor] He was a leader in Filipino independence. During the 1898 war, Commodore George Dewey brought Aguinaldo back to the Philippines from exile to help fight the Spanish. However, after the Spanish bore Americans, America had annexed the Philippines and Aguinaldo fought against the U.S. military until they
took it in 1901[1]. Exact Definition [source | editor] He was a Filipino general, politician and leader. He played | massive role in the Philippine Revolution against Spain the importance of [the source| editor] He and his followers were one of the mourners in Pugad Lawin who began the Philippine revolt. He and john other Philippine heroes have shared the way
of an independence. Aguinaldo then became the president of the 1st Republic of the Philippines. More information [the | editors] he became president of the first in the Philippine islands. References [edit | sources] ↑ Tindall, George Brown., and David E. Shi. America: A Narrative Story. 9th aid. New York; London: Norton, 1999. Print. Community content is
available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Further APUSH Study Group Wiki after its defeat in the Spanish-American War of 1898, Spain infused its colony of length to the Philippines in the United States. On February 4, 1899, just two days before the U.S. Senate ratified the treaty, fighting abortion between U.S. forces and the Filipino nationalists
led by Emilio Aguinaldo who was seeking independence rather than a change in colonial rules. The Philippine-U.S. war lasted three years and caused the deaths of more than 4,200 Americans and more than 20,000 Filipino combatants. As many as 200,000 Filipino civilians have died of violence, famine, and disease. The U.S. policy decisions for annexing
the Philippines were not without domestic conflicts. Americans who defended the annexation who defended a variety of motivations: the desire for commercial opportunities in Asia, concerns that the Filipinos were emapable of self-rule, with fears that if the United States didn't take control of the islands, another power (such as Germany or Japan) could do
so. Meanwhile, U.S. opposition to U.S. colonial rule in the Philippines came in many forms, from those who thought it wrong for the United States to engage in the colonialism, so that those who fear that annexation might eventually allow the Filipino non-whites to have a role in the U.S. national government. Others were totally worried about moral or racial
implications of enperialism and searching only opposed to the policies of President William McKinley's administration. After the Spanish-American War, while the American public and politicians disembarked the question of the annexation, Filipino revolutionary under Aguinaldo control seized most of the Philippines' main claims' in Luzon and proclaimed the
establishment of the Independent Republic of the Philippines. When it became clear that U.S. forces imposed strict U. S. colonial control on the islands, the early details between the two sides in 1899 were swelling in an outside war. Americans tend to refer to the encouraging conflict as an insurgency rather than acknowledging filipinos' content as they
fought to ward off a foreign invading. There have been two phases of the Philippine-American War. The first phase, from February to November 1899, was dominated by Aguinaldo's sick times for fighting conventional wars against best coaches and equipped U.S. troops. The second phase was highlighted by the Philippines' changes in guerrilla warfare. It
began in November of 1899, lasting through the capture of Aguinaldo in 1901 and in the spring of 1902, by the time the most organized Resistance Philippines was followers. President Theodore Roosevelt proclaimed a general amnesty and declared the conflict on July 4, 1902, although minors raised with insirection against the U. S. rule occurred since the
years that followed. The United States entered into conflict with independent military advantages including a newly trained fighting force, a supply of military equipment, and control of archipelagic water. Meanwhile, the Philippine forces seemed not encompassing them to find any kind of outside support for their cause, lack of weapons and ammunition, and
complications produced by the Philippines' geographic complexity. Under these conditions, Aguinaldo's attempts to fight a conventional war in the first few months of conflict have proven to be a fatal mistake; The Philippines army has suffered severe losses of male and raw materials before changing guerrilla tactics that could be more effective if staff since
the conflict. The war was brutal on both sides. Haitian forces at times consumed villages, implemented civil reenactment regulations, and employed tortoise on guerrilla suspects, while Filipino tortured soldiers and terrorized civilians cooperating with U. S. forces. Many civilians were killed during the conflict as a result of the fighting, cholera and outbreak of
malaria, and food food caused by several agricultural disasters. As the fighting continued, the colonial government that the United States established in the Philippines was in 1900 under the Avenue President William Howard Taft launched a campaign pacification that became known as political attractions. Designed to win over key elite and other Philippines
who did not embrace Aguinaldo's plan for the Philippines, this policy allowed an important degree of the self-government government, introduced social reform, and implemented plans for economic development. After a time, this program Adherents of Filipino and Philippines underscored the calls of the revolutionary populist groups, which significantly signed
the U.S. military efforts to win the war. In 1907, the Philippines convinced its first elected assembly, and in 1916, Zak Jones promised the nation's eventual independence. The archipelaline became a connotic community in 1935, with the United States granted independence in 1946. CHAPTER 27 Empire and Expansion, 1890-1909PART II: Check your
progress A. True-false Where the declaration is true, Circle T; where it is false, Circle F.1. T F The American people and their government were deeply involved in international key developments in the 1860s and 1870s.T F South American disputes over Guyana in 1895-1896 nearly caused a U.S. war with Venezuela. 3. T. President Cleveland denied annex
Hawaii because it was believed that American white planters had injusticely filed Queen Liliokalian. 4. The U.S. first became involved in Cuba because they sympathize with cuban riots against Spain imperialists. 5. T. When war broke out between the United States and Spain, Dewey's Admiral Squad attacked Spanish forces in the Philippines because the
order of Assistant Secretary Teodore Roosevelt. 6. T. When the United States refused to give the Philippines to Philippine rebels, a vicious guerrilla war and racial overtones broke out between former allies. 7. T. U. S. military conquest in Cuba was ineffective but costly in fighting activities. 8. T President McKinley claimed that religion played a critical role in
his decision to keep the Philippines as an American colony. 9.T the Peace Treaty with Spain that made the Philippines an American colony was almost universally unpopular with the U.S. Senate and the American public On. 10. T the Supreme Court decided in cases insulted that U.S. Constitutional Law and the Bill of Rights apply to those under U.S. rules in
Puerto Rico and the Philippines. 11. T F U U. S. male and female Protestant missionaries helped promote a strong attachment, sentimental attachment to Americans in China in the early 1900s. T F John Hay's Open Door Note was held in consultation with the Chinese and greeted by the Power of European imperialists on Dec. 13. T Theodore Roosevelt
believes that the United States should exercise caution and constraints in its exercise of power in international affairs. 14. T President Roosevelt's wrath of President Roosevelt in the Colombian denial to authorize a channel across Panama led him to promote officially and assist a move for Panamanian independence. 15. T La Roosevelt Corollary of the
Monroe Doctrine declared that only the United States, but no other nation had the right to intervene in the affairs of Latin American nations. 16.T.F of San Francisco School Crisis President Roosevelt forced the integration of Japanese children into school while persuading Japan to stop further immigration to the United States. B. Multiple choices Select the
best reply with corresponding letter circle. 1. The military captain Alfred Thayer Mahan has promoted expansion overseas by a. developed a yellow yellow thickness that encouraged popular excitement. b. Discussing the control of the sea through naval power was the key to world domination. c. sparked naval incidents with Germany and Britain in the Pacific.
d. Argues the Monroe Doctrine has prompted control of Latin America. e. Press the United States to establish naval bases throughout the Pacific Ocean.  2. Which of these things were not among the factors prospering America towards the other side of the 1890s? A. The desire to expand abroad farming and manufacturing exports carbs. Press yellow
Joseph Pulitzer and William Randolph Hearst c. Some protestant leaders that America should spread its religion and culture backward those d. their ideology to the Anglo-Saxon superiority and social Darwinism e. Kaiser's German intervention in Latin America at 3. President Grover Cleveland refused to annex Hawaii in 1893 because a white pitch was
illegally overthrown Queen Liliokalani against most of the most authentic Hawaiians. b. There was no precedent for United States to acquire territory except by purchase. c. German and British to threaten possible war. d. he knew the public did not approve and the Senate would not ratify an annexation treaty. And. he knew that many Americans would object
to the incorporation of non-white territory into the United States. 4. Americans have been actively involved with the situation in Cuba because it was clear that Cuba's control violated the Monroe Doctrine.b. Imperialists and business leaders were seeking to acquire colonial territory for the United States. c. Cuban rebel leaders began defending that Cubans
were incorporated in the United States. d. Maine fighting exploded in Havana's harbor. what about. Americans sympathize with Cuban rebels in their battle for democratic freedom in Hispanic rule. 5. Even before Maine's persecution, the American public indignation in Spain was whip in a cozy persecution of Spanish Catholic minority Protestants in Cuba. B.
Spain's Aggressive Combat Program. c. William Randolph Hearst in the sensational newspaper of the Spanish atrocity in Cuba. d. The brutal treatment of the Spanish government of American goods left in Havana. e. Mistreatman of white American women by the Spanish businessman. 6. Assistant Secretary of State Roosevelt took full advantage of the war
between the United States and Spain over Cuba by one. In the United States. b. Establish U.S. naval bases in Pearl Harbor, Guam, and Samoa in the Pacific. c. Admiral George Dewey's admiral secretly attacked Hispanics in the Philippines so far. d. Organize a U.S. naval squad to snare the Spanish fleet at havana's harbor. And. The U. S. navy command
blocked all shipments in and out of Cuba. 7. Emilio Aguinaldo was leading Cuban insurgents against Spanish rule. b. Leader of Filipino insurgents against Spanish rule. c. Commander of the Guard of Spanish Navy in the battle of Manila Bay. d. the first native of Hawaii to become governor of the islands after the U. S. patron.  8. Besides the Philippines, what
other colonial territories did the United States acumulate in the Spanish-American War? A. Trinidad and Tobago b. Puerto Rico and Guam c. Cuba and the Dominican Republic. Hawaii and the American Samoa e. Virgin Islands and the Panama Canal Area 9. Who of those things aren't among the reasons why President McKinley and other pro-imperialists
were given to acquate the Philippines as a U.S. territory? A. Other imperial nations like Germany or Japan would seize the Philippines if the United States leaves. B. McKinley believed that bringing them back to Spain's cruel missiles would betray American ideals. c. Many believed that Manila could open up rich trade opportunities in China's homeland. d.
McKinley believed that God had told him of Christianity and civilized the Filipinos. what about. The Filipinos were mostly Catholic Christians for centuries and so would welcome U.S. rules. 10. Who's the things that were not among the anti-imperialist arguments used to oppose U.S. procurement of the Philippines? A. The Philippines had a large population of
a different culture, language, and racial composition. B. The Philippines would never voluntarily convert to Protestantism if forced under U.S. rule. c. Accented colonial territory would violate American historical commitment to its self-determination and anti-colonialism. d. Leaders on those without consent were deposed and overseeing American democracy in
the house. and. Philippine leaders will be expensive, and the United States would never adequately defend them. 11. The most immediate consequences of U.S. procurement in the Philippines were a. the establishment of Manila as a defense post critical of Americans in East Asia. b. An agreement between the U.S. and the Philippines to move towards
Independence of the Philippines. c. A vicious guerrilla warfare clash between the United States and Filipino rebels. d. The threat by Japan to seize the Philippines is out of U.S. control.e. a successful program americanized by the Philippines by bringing them American culture and education. 12. In open door notes, Secretary of State John U.S. control of the
Philippines as the gate to China. b. Limit military forces and monitor racing in China and the Pacific. c. Respecting the rights of Chinese and upholding the integrity of Chinese territory rather than breaking it up in the settlements. d. Granting the United States an equal part of any possible colonization in China. e. Treating China fairly despite their attacks on
foreigners during the Peugean rebellion. 13. As president, Theodore Roosevelt took political force especially through a dime. the use of his care in traditional diplomacy. b. Its constant threat of military intervention around the world. c. The use of his personal popularity and his presidential power to lead Congress and the public. d. His ability to quietly mobilize
his cabinet to promote his political goals. what about. Create a personal political organization separated from the Republican Party on Dec. 14. Roosevelt overcame colombia's denial to approve a canal treaty by a . amount of money the United States wanted to pay for a canal area. b. Encourage Panamanian rebels to revolt and declare independence from
Colombia. c. Threatened to build the canal on a road across Nicaragua. d. is seeking the mediation of other Latin American nations. e. Sent to the U.S. Navy to seize control along the canal route. 15. Slogan Theodore Roosevelt's claim that his foreign policy principles were arduous. Covenants openly came through. Millions for defense but not a center to pay
money to pay money. c. Speak slowly and bring forth a big stick. d. Democracy and Freedom in a New World Order. what about. Americans not abroad in search of the destroyed monsters. C. Correct identification equipment identification for each count description. 1. Samoan Islands Remote Pacific in a naval clash between the United States and Germany
in 1889 two. Chile's South American nations nearly reached whistle with the United States in 1892 over incidents involving the death of U. S. sails 3. The Monroe Doctrine of U. S. Foreign Policy was invoked by Secretary of State Olney to justify U. S. intervention in border dispute 4 in Venezuela. Yellow journalists for sensational and jingoistic journalism
practicing by W. R. Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer 5. Maine U.S. fighting has been sent to a friendly visit to Cuba that ended in disaster and war 6. The Manila Bay site of the U.S.'s dramatic naval victory led to American acquisition of rich, Hispanic-owned Pacific 7. Rough Riders volunteer the Colorful Volunteer Regiment of the Spanish-American War led by an
experienced militarityly inexperienced but politically influential colonel 8. Puerto Rico's Caribbean island conquered from Spain in 1898 to become a U. S. crucial Colony 9. Supreme case insult supreme in 1901 kicks off The U.S. Constitution and the Declaration of Human Rights do not apply to colonial territories under american flag at 10. Open Door Note
John Hay's smart diplomatic efforts to preserve the integrity of Chinese territory and maintain the U.S. access to China 11. The U.S. Antifore Rebellion revolt the Chinese in 1900 who carried military intervention by Western troops, including the U.S. 12. Hay Puncefote of the 1901 Diplomatic Agreement allowed the United States to build and strengthen a
Central American canal alone, without the British involvement of 13. The Colombian nation that Senate, in 1902, refused to ratify a treaty allowing the United States to build a channel across its territory to 14. Roosevelt's Corollary Extension Questionnaire in a Traditional American Policy; declared a U.S. right to intervene in Latin American nations under
certain circumstances of 15. Dotleman's diplomatic agreement on his understanding in 1907-1908 ended a Japorne-American crisis about the treatment of Japinese immigrants to the United States. D. Matching People, Location, and Events Corresponding to the Person, Location, or events in the left column with the appropriate description of the right column
by putting the correct letter on the blank line. 1. J Josiah Strong 2. F Alfred Thayer Mahan 3. What an Emilio Aguinaldo 4. D Queen Liliuokalani 5. N Richard Olney 6. C Butcher Weyler 7. H William Randolph Heard 8. Read William McKinley 9. G George E. Dewey 10. A Theodore Roosevelt 11. O John Hay 12. And Filippe Bunau - Varilla 13. B William James
14. I William Jennings Bryan 15. I George Washington Goethals A. Defenders of the imperialists, assistant secretary of the Marine Aggressive, Rough Rider, vice president, and President b. Philosopher Harvard and one of the U. S. anti-imperialist leaders opposing the U. S. procurement of the Philippines. The Haitian natives reversed into a revolution led by
white-collar planters and was conceded by U. S. troops. Scheming engineers who helped stage a revolution in Panama and then became the new country's foreign affairs minister. The U.S. naval officer who wrote books influenced sea power and defended a large army glove. The Naval commander containing the spectacular May Day victory in 1898 opened
the doors to Asian American enperialism. The vigilant promoter of sensational anti-Spanish propaganda and advocates vigilant in the Imperialist War I. U.S. military engineers who built the Panama Canal j. The U.S. clerk who preached Anglo-Saxon superiority and called for stronger U. S. missionary efforts, the Filipino leader in a guerrilla war against U. S.
rule from 1899 to 1901 to 1901. The president who initially opposes war with Spain but eventually supports the United States' procurement of the Philippines I. The Democratic Party campaign that was campaigning and losing on a platform opposes imperialism in presidential election us. The U. S. Secretary of State has high scores for Britain during
guatemala's border crisis almost caused an oh. U.S. Secretary of State who tried to preserve Chinese independence and protect U.S. interests in China F. Match the effect of the historical cause of the historical cause of the left column and the proper effect of the right column by writing the correct letter on the empty line. Cause Effect 1. Economic expansion,
yellow press, and compete with other Power 2. C Venezuelan thorns 3. And white pitch riots against Queen Liliuokalani 4. The Cuban G revolted against Spain 5. B Blast In Maine 6. D Secretary Roosevelt Order to Komodore Dewey 7. A rebellion of Peugeo that tried to drive all foreigners out of China 8. I decision McKinley's decision to keep the Philippines
9. Denying J Colombia to allow the U.S. to build a canal across the province of Panama 10. H The Spanish-American War. The U. S. armed forces were carried over to the Russian continent for the first time b. Creating an emotional and compelling public request for war with Spain c. Strengthen the Monroe Doctrine and made Britain more willing to
accommodate American interests. Lead to the U.S. victory over Spain in Manila Bay and. Put the first debate on the wisest and right of the American emperialism f. Turn America away from isolationism and toward international implications in the 1890s. Excited strong sympathy at most Americans h. Increased U.S. national pride and made the United States
an international power in East Asia I. Establishing a gunshot debate over enperialism in the Senate and the country's ruling President Theodore Roosevelt to promote a riots for Panamanian independence
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